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The superionic properties of the compounds RbAg4I5, KAg4I5

and KCu4I5 have been investigated by powder neutron di4raction
and complex impedance spectroscopy. RbAg4I5 and KAg4I5 have
room-temperature ionic conductivities of � � 0.21(6) and 0.08(5)
�� 1 cm� 1, respectively, which increase gradually on increasing
temperature. KCu4I5 is only stable in the temperature range
between 515(5) K and its melting point of 605 K, and its ionic
conductivity is � � 0.61(8) �� 1 cm� 1, at T � 540 K. At lower
temperatures, KCu4I5 disproportionates into KI � 4CuI and the
ionic conductivity falls by over three orders of magnitude. Least-
squares re5nements of the powder neutron di4raction data for
RbAg4I5 at ambient temperature con5rm the reported structure
(space group P4132, Z � 4, a � 11.23934(3) A� ), though with
some di4erences in the preferred locations of the mobile Ag�.
KAg4I5 and KCu4I5 are found to adopt the same basic structure
as RbAg4I5, with the I� forming a �-Mn-type sublattice, with the
K� located in a distorted octahedral environment and the
Ag�(Cu�) predominantly distributed over two sites which are
tetrahedrally co-ordinated to I�. The implications for the con-
duction mechanism within these compounds are discussed, using
a novel maximum entropy di4erence Fourier technique to map
the distribution of the Ag�(Cu�) within the unit cell. � 2002 Elsevier

Science (USA)

Key Words: superionic conduction; Ag� di4usion; neutron
di4raction; maximum entropy techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

The superionic properties exhibited by silver iodide, AgI,
at temperatures above 420 K have encouraged a number of
studies of the binary phase diagrams of the type AgI}MI,
whereM is one of the alkali metals K�, Rb� and Cs� (1}4).
These are principally aimed at identifying ternary com-
pounds with lower values of superionic transition tem-
perature and (with an eye to potential technological
�To whom the correspondence should be addressed. Fax: #44-1235-
445720. E-mail: s.hull@rl.ac.uk.
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applications within solid-state batteries) preferably to lower
than ambient. The continued interest in solids with high
ionic conductivities has motivated a re-examination of these
systems by the authors, using powder neutron di!raction
and impedance spectroscopy methods.
In the case of the AgI}KI system, Bradley and Greene

identi"ed two compounds, K
�
AgI

�
and KAg

�
I
�
(1). The

former is stable up to &400 K but is a poor conductor.
KAg

�
I
�
was found to be stable over the temperature range

from 311 K to its congruent melting point of 526 K and
possesses a high value of ionic conductivity (�&0.31
��� cm�� at 520 K (1)). Transport measurements con-
"rmed that the current is carried by Ag� ions and KAg

�
I
�

could be retained for several hours at ambient temperature
in a dry atmosphere, before undergoing disproportionation
to �-AgI and K

�
AgI

�
. Subsequently, a comprehensive study

of the AgI}MI systems by the same authors (2) (plus the
analogous AgBr}MBr and CuI}MI cases) identi"ed
a KCu

�
I
�
compound stable from 530 to 605 K and, most

interestingly, RbAg
�
I
�
which is stable at ambient temper-

ature with �"0.124(6) ��� cm��. No analogous bromides
were found and later studies failed to synthesize a chloride
of stoichiometry KAg

�
Cl

�
(5). The compound RbCu

�
I
�
was

not observed, though partial replacement of I� by Cl� to
compensate for the small size of the Cu� was found to
stabilize a highly conducting compound RbCu

�
Cl

�
I
�
(6, 7)

at ambient temperature.
The exceptionally high ionic conductivity of RbAg

�
I
�
has

encouraged many diverse studies of its physical properties
(8}15), including investigations of the Ag� conduction
mechanism (16, 17) and two low-temperature phase
transitions (18). At ambient temperature, its crystal struc-
ture was determined to be cubic, with a lattice parameter
a&11.24 A� (8, 9). The space group was assigned to one of
the enantiomorphic pair P4

�
32 (9) and P4

�
32 (8). In this

arrangement, the I� sublattice approximates to that ad-
opted by the atoms in the �-Mn structure and the Rb� are
co-ordinated to six anions. The 16�Ag� ions per unit cell
3
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were distributed in di!erent ways over 60 (9) or 72 (8)
di!erent sites. These positions will be discussed in more
detail in Section 3. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no di!raction studies of the two related compounds KAg

�
I
�

and KCu
�
I
�
have been reported, presumably because struc-

tural studies within their stability "elds requires the use of
high-temperature methods. In this paper, we report the
ionic conductivity and crystal structures of the three com-
pounds RbAg

�
I
�
, KAg

�
I
�
and KCu

�
I
�
, using impedance

spectroscopy and powder neutron di!raction methods.
Implications for the likely conduction mechanisms are
presented.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The polycrystalline samples were prepared from stoichio-
metric mixtures of the binary halides AgI, CuI, RbI and KI
of stated purities 99.999, 99.999, 99.975 and 99.99%, respec-
tively. RbAg

�
I
�
was prepared by sealing the mixture in

a gold crucible and heating to 510 K for 48 h. The resultant
white powder was kept in a dry atmosphere prior to and
between measurements. KAg

�
I
�
is not stable at ambient

temperature and was, therefore, prepared immediately be-
fore the experiments by heating a KI#4AgI mixture under
vacuum to 500 K for 24 h. Di!raction studies showed that
the compound is stable for at least one day if kept in a dry
atmosphere. KCu

�
I
�
cannot be retained at temperatures

below 515(5) K and the appropriate mixture was sealed in
a thin-walled silica ampoule of 6 mm diameter and 44 mm
length.
The powder neutron di!raction studies were performed

on the Polaris powder di!ractometer at the ISIS facility,
UK (19). Data were collected using the backscattering de-
tector bank (1353($2�(1603, d-spacing range 0.5(d
(A� )(3.2 and resolution �d/d&5�10��) and were correc-
ted for the e!ects of neutron absorption by the sample and
analyzed using the least-squares Rietveld re"nement pro-
gram TF12LS (20), which is based on the Cambridge Crys-
tallographic Subroutine Library (21). Data collected at
temperatures close to ambient (RbAg

�
I
�
and KAg

�
I
�
) were

performed with the powders inside thin-walled vanadium
sample cans of 11 mm diameter. High-temperature mea-
surements were performed with the samples (sealed in silica)
heated inside a furnace designed for neutron di!raction
constructed using vanadium foil resistive heating element
and heat shields. The quality of the "ts was assessed using
the usual goodness-of-"t �� statistic, de"ned by

��"�
��

(y
���

!y
����

)�

(�y
���
)�

(N
�
!N

�
).

N
�
is the number of data points used in the "t and N

�
is the

number of "tted variables. I
���

and I
����

are the observed
and calculated intensities, respectively, and �I
���

is the esti-
mated standard deviation on I

���
, derived from the counting

statistics.
Measurements of the ionic conductivity were performed

using pelleted samples of &5 mm diameter and &5 mm
length. The samples were heated at 0.5 K min�� to temper-
atures of 466(2) K (RbAg

�
I
�
), 454(2) K (KAg

�
I
�
) and

540(2) K (KCu
�
I
�
), these being chosen with reference to the

phase diagrams reported previously (1}4). All measure-
ments were performed under dynamic vacuum of
(10�� bar. Complex impedance and admittance data
were collected over the frequency range 10��}10� Hz using
a Solartron S1260 Frequency Response Analyser and ana-
lyzed using in-house software (22) to determine the sample
resistance and, hence, the ionic conductivity �. The data for
� versus ¹ were found to be reproducible after the "rst
heating/cooling cycle (presumably due to sintering of the
pellet on "rst heating and mixing of KI#4AgI in the case
of KAg

�
I
�
) and data collected on the second heating/

cooling cycle are presented here.

3. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the ionic conductivity of RbAg
�
I
�
and

KAg
�
I
�
versus temperature. At ambient temperature, their

ionic conductivities are �"0.21(6) and 0.08(5) ��� cm��,
respectively, in good agreement with the values presented
previously (1, 2). RbAg

�
I
�
is a slightly better ionic conduc-

tor than KAg
�
I
�
over the entire temperature range, prob-

ably because Rb� is larger than K� and the resultant
expansion of the lattice makes Ag� di!usion through any
bottlenecks within the anion sublattice easier. Their ionic
conductivity values do not increase rapidly with temper-
ature and there is no evidence of any discontinuity in the
trace for KAg

�
I
�
at its lower stability limit of ¹&311 K

because the sample is under dynamic vacuum and no signi"-
cant disproportionation takes place over the time scale of
the measurements. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the formation of
KCu

�
I
�
is characterized by an increase in the ionic conduct-

ivity by &10��, reaching a value of �"0.61(8) ��� cm��

at ¹"540 K. Figure 2 shows the neutron di!raction data
collected for the KI#4CuI mixture on cooling from 594 K.
At 514(5) K, there is an abrupt change in the di!raction
pattern, illustrating the disproportionation of the high-
temperature KCu

�
I
�
phase to the constituent halides. In

particular, there is no evidence of phases of intermediate
stoichiometry (unlike its Ag� analogue, which dispropor-
tionates by 2KAg

�
I
�
P7AgI#K

�
AgI

�
(1)).

The crystal structure of RbAg
�
I
�
has been reported pre-

viously (8, 9) using cubic space group P4
�
32 or its enan-

tiomorph P4
�
32. The former is chosen here. The cubic

lattice parameter is a"11.24 A� , such that there are four
formula units within the unit cell. The anions are distributed
over two sites, labelled I1 (in 8(c) x,x,x sites with x&0.03)



FIG. 1. The temperature variation of the ionic conductivity log
�	

�
for RbAg

�
I
�
, KAg

�
I
�
and KCu

�
I
�
. The disproportionation of the KCu

�
I
�

into KI#4CuI on cooling at 515(5) K results in a drop in � of over three
orders of magnitude.

FIG. 2. The evolution of a portion of the powder neutron di!raction
pattern collected from KCu

�
I
�
on cooling, showing the disproportionation

to form CuI#4KI at around 510 K.
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and I2 (in 12(d) �


,y,�

�
!y sites with y&0.18). The 4�Rb�

are located in the 4(a) �


,�


,�


sites. The locations of the

16�Ag� per unit cell have been the subject of some dis-
cussion within the literature. Geller (9) found that these were
predominantly located in two sets of general 24(e) positions,
with x&0.53, y&0.27, z&0.80 and x&0.99, y&0.85,
z&0.22. We label these as Ag1 and Ag2 sites, respectively.
Small, though signi"cant, occupancies were also found for
the 8(c) x,x,x sites with x&0.17 (Ag3) and the 4(b) �



,�


,�


sites

(Ag4). Bradley and Greene (8) also considered the above
sites, plus a "fth (Ag5) in 12(d) �



,y,�

�
!y with y&0.80, but

suggested that the Ag� were randomly distributed over
all 72 sites (24�Ag1#24�Ag2#8�Ag3#4�Ag4
#12�Ag5) with equal probability.
The observed Bragg peaks from RbAg

�
I
�
at ambient

temperature are consistent with a primitive cubic unit cell of
dimension a&11.24 A� . To con"rm this, we initially per-
formed a so-called &model independent' least-squares "t to
the di!raction data, which varies the 15 coe$cients of
a polynomial describing the background (di!use) scattering,
the unit cell parameter a, a Gaussian peak width parameter
and the intensities of the Bragg peaks at d-spacings allowed
by space group P4

�
32. This procedure follows that "rst

proposed by Pawley (23) and does not impose (or provide)
any direct structural information concerning the time-aver-
aged location of the ions within the unit cell but it con"rms
the assignment of the unit cell and space group. In addition,
the value of �� obtained (��"1.32) gives an estimate of the
lowest value that can reasonably be obtained using a struc-
tural model and also gives the intensities of the various
Bragg peaks which will subsequently be used to generate
di!erence Fourier maps of the ionic density.
To investigate the ionic arrangement within RbAg

�
I
�
, the

di!raction data were initially "tted using a simpli"ed struc-
tural model including the Rb, I1 and I2 sites described
above and with the Ag� distributed equally over the Ag1
and Ag2 sites found to be predominantly occupied by Geller
(9). The variable parameters were then an overall scale
factor, a Gaussian peak width parameter, 15 coe$cients of
a background polynomial, eight positional parameters (x

��
,

y
��
, x

�	�
, y

�	�
, z

�	�
, x

�	�
, y

�	�
and z

�	�
) and four isotropic

temperature factors (B
�
, B

��
, B

��
and B

�	
("B

�	�
"B

�	�
)).

This gave a relatively good "t to the data with ��"2.03.
The fraction of Ag� was next allowed to vary over the Ag1
and Ag2 sites (occupancies m

�	�
and m

�	�
) and then further



TABLE 1=Continued

RbAg
�
I
�

KAg
�
I
�

KCu
�
I
�

Rb/K in 4(a) x �



�



�



y �



�



�



z �



�



�



B
��

(A� �) 9.4(2) 8.4(2)
B
��

(A� �) !4.5(1) !3.7(2) B

��

"15.1(9)
B
���
�

(A� �) 7.6(2) 7.2(2)

I1 in 8(c) x 0.0307(2) 0.0377(2) 0.0431(5)
y "x "x "x
z "x "x "x
B
��

(A� �) 4.17(8) 5.02(7)
B
��

(A� �) 0.08(8) 0.11(6) B

��

"4.8(2)
B
���
�

(A� �) 4.14(9) 4.98(8)

I2 in 12(d) x �



�



�



y 0.1773(1) 0.1873(2) 0.1504(4)
z �

�
#y �

�
#y �

�
#y

B
��

(A� �) 4.2(2) 4.9(2)
B
��

(A� �) 5.3(1) 6.0(2)
B
��

(A� �) 0.6(1) 0.5(1) B

��

"5.1(2)
B
��

(A� �) !0.7(1) !0.2(1)
B
���
�

(A� �) 4.2(2) 5.0(2)

Ag1/Cu1 in 24(e) x 0.5293(5) 0.5357(7) 0.5343(12)
y 0.2707(4) 0.2601(6) 0.2728(11)
z 0.7992(5) 0.7904(6) 0.8006(12)
B

��

(A� �) 7.4(2) 9.8(3) 9.2(6)
m 9.5(1) 9.3(1) 9.0(5)

Ag2/Cu2 in 24(e) x 0.9960(8) 0.9883(8) 0.992(3)
y 0.8535(8) 0.8571(9) 0.859(3)
z 0.2140(9) 0.2142(12) 0.223(3)
B

��

(A� �) 8.0(4) 9.3(4) 15(2)
m 6.1(2) 6.4(1) 6.0(5)

Ag3/Cu3 in 8(c) x 0.175(1) * 0.173(2)
y "x * "x
z "x * "x
B

��

(A� �) 4.6(11) * 6(2)
m 0.4(2) 0 ("xed) 1.0(6)

R-factors R
�
(%) 0.53 0.67 0.61

R
��

(%) 0.43 0.52 0.58
R

���		
(%) 0.26 0.31 0.34

No. of data points N
�

2944 2876 2265
No. of peaks N

�
243 256 113

No. of variables N
�

38 37 33

Note. B
��
are the components of the anisotropic thermal vibrations

(de"ned by B
��
"8��u�

��
�, where u

��
is the mean-square amplitude of the

vibration in direction ij). B
���
�

is the equivalent isotropic thermal vibration
parameter in those cases where anisotropic thermal vibrations have been
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allowed to redistribute over the Ag3 site as well (with the
additional positional parameter x

�	�
). This led to a slight

improvement in �� to 1.86. In these cases, the total Ag�
content in the unit cell was always constrained to the value
16 predicted by the chemical formula. Inclusion of the Ag4
and Ag5 sites did not signi"cantly improve �� and the values
of their site occupancies were (within error) zero. As a result,
these sites were not considered further. Removal of the
constraint on the thermal vibration parameters (i.e., allow-
ing B

�	�
OB

�	�
OB

�	�
) reduced �� to a value of 1.77,

though the occupancy of the Ag3 site fell to a rather small
value. This value of �� is still slightly higher than that
provided by the model independent "t, indicating that the
structural model adopted is a close, but not exact, repres-
entation of the true structure. Attempts to improve the
quality of the "t using anisotropic thermal vibration para-
meters for Rb, I1 and I2 produced small, yet signi"cant,
improvements in �� (to 1.53). Allowing the thermal vibra-
tions of the Ag� to become anisotropic produced a small
reduction in ��, though the "t was relatively unstable. In
particular, �� oscillated between values of 1.44 and 1.56
due to excessive correlations between the occupancies of the
Ag� sites, their thermal vibration parameters and (to a
lesser extent) their positional parameters. Since reliable
values of the occupancies of the various Ag� sites is essen-
tial to investigate the probable di!usion pathways adopted
by the cations we take the "nal re"ned values (listed in
Table 1) to be those obtained with anisotropic thermal
vibrations for Rb, I1 and I2 and isotropic thermal vibrations
for all the Ag� sites. The di$culties in describing the rather
broad and irregular time-averaged distributions of Ag�
within such compounds has been discussed previously (10)
and is a recurring problem in deriving structural descrip-
tions of superionic compounds. More complex models, de-
scribing the thermal vibrations by including anharmonic
e!ects, involve the use of many additional "tted parameters
and are probably only appropriate to single-crystal studies.
In the case of the powder di!raction data presented here, we
instead adopt a Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) Fourier dif-
ference method to generate graphical descriptions of the
most probable Ag� density within the unit cell, in a manner
which incorporates the inherent limitations of the powder
method such as peak overlap, etc. This will be discussed in
the following section. The positional parameters listed in
Table 1 are found to agree within &3 e.s.d. with those
re"ned and B

��

is the re"ned isotropic thermal vibration parameter. The
weighted and expected R-factors are given by R�

�
"�

��
( y

���
!y

����
)�/

(�y
���
)�/�

��
( y

���
)�/(�y

���
)� and R�

��
"(N

�
!N

�
)/���

���
( y

���
)�/(�y

���
)� and

the summations are made over the N
�
data points used in the "t.

N
�
is the number of "tted variables. y

���
and y

����
are the observed

and calculated intensities, respectively, and �y
���

is the estimated standard
deviation on y

���
derived from the counting statistics. The Bragg R-factor

is given by R�
���		

"�
��
(I

���
!I

����
)�/ (�I

���
)�/�

��
(I

���
)�/(�I

���
)�

where the N
�
Bragg peaks have observed and calculated intensities

I
���

and I
����

, respectively, and �I
���

is the estimated standard deviation
on I

���
.

TABLE 1
Summary of the Results of the Least-Squares Re5nements of

the Neutron Di4raction Data Collected from RbAg4I5, KAg4I5,
and KCu4I5

RbAg
�
I
�

KAg
�
I
�

KCu
�
I
�

Temperature ¹(K) 298(2) 348(4) 584(5)
Lattice parameter a (A� ) 11.23934(3) 11.15827(4) 10.87195(11)



FIG. 3. The least-squares "t to the powder neutron di!raction data
collected from RbAg

�
I
�
at 298(2) K (top), KAg

�
I
�
at 348(4) K (middle) and

KCu
�
I
�
at 584(5) K (bottom). The dots are the experimental data points

(with "tted background subtracted) and the solid line is the calculated
pro"le using the parameters listed in Table 1. The lower trace shows
the di!erence (measured minus calculated) divided by the estimated
standard deviation on the experimental data points. The upper row of
tick marks along the top of the "gure denote the calculated positions of
all the symmetry allowed Bragg re#ections. For RbAg

�
I
�
and KAg

�
I
�
,

the lower row of ticks denote the positions of weak additional re#ections
arising from the vanadium sample container which are also included in
the "t.
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published by Geller (9) on the basis of single-crystal X-ray
di!raction. The occupancies of the Ag1 sites are also in
agreement, though we "nd a slightly higher proportion of
cations on the Ag2 sites at the expense of any occupancy of
the Ag4 positions. The quality of the "t to the di!raction
data is shown in Fig. 3.
We now consider the KAg

�
I
�
and KCu

�
I
�
data collected

at ¹"348(4) and 584(5) K, respectively. In both cases, the
observed di!raction peaks could be successfully accounted
for using cubic unit cells with a&11.16 and 10.87 A� , respec-
tively. The measured re#ections indicate the presence of
only a single condition h"4n on h00 type peaks, which is
consistent with P4

�
32 symmetry. Model-independent "ts to

both datasets con"rmed this assignment in both cases, with
��"1.44 and 1.08, respectively. Re"nements of the struc-
tural model began with the "nal arrangement derived for
RbAg

�
I
�
above. In the case of KAg

�
I
�
, no signi"cant occu-

pancy of the Ag3 site was found and a non-physical
(negative) value of its isotropic thermal vibration parameter
was found. As a consequence, the Ag3 site was excluded
from the "tting procedure for this compound. In the case of
KCu

�
I
�
, no signi"cant improvement occurred when allow-

ing K, I1 and I2 ions to have anisotropic thermal vibrations
and these were constrained to be isotropic. The "nal "ts
gave �� values of 1.62 and 1.11 for KAg

�
I
�
and KCu

�
I
�
,

respectively, with the parameters listed in Table 1. In gen-
eral, the values obtained for KCu

�
I
�
have e.s.d.'s around

three times higher than those for the two Ag� compounds.
This is a consequence of the higher temperature of measure-
ment (because the greater thermal vibrations lead to a more
rapid fall-o! in intensity at lower d-spacings) and the in-
creased background level due to the silica ampoule used to
encapsulate the sample. The "ts to the di!raction data for
KAg

�
I
�
and KCu

�
I
�
are illustrated in Fig. 3.

4. DISCUSSION

In developing a structural description for the three
MA

�
I
�
phases discussed in the previous section, we initially

consider the nature of the I� sublattice. The structures of
the three phases are su$ciently similar that, in providing
details of the interionic distances, etc., it is only necessary to
quote the values for one example. RbAg

�
I
�
is chosen for this

purpose.
As discussed previously (9), the anion sublattice within

RbAg
�
I
�
adopts the so-called �-Mn structure, which is the

arrangement of the atoms in elemental manganese in the
temperature range 1000}1368 K. TheMn1 andMn2 sites in
�-Mn (which are equivalent to the I1 (8(c) x,x,x) and I2
(12(d) �



,y,�

�
!y) positions described in the previous section)

have values x
���

"0.0636(1) and y
���

"0.2022(1) (24),
these being very close to the ideal values obtained if the
shortest Mn2}Mn2 and Mn1}Mn2 distances are made
equal (x

���
"1/(9#�33)"0.0678 and y

���
"(9!�33)/



FIG. 4. The distorted octahedral environment of 6�I2 anions around
Rb� in RbAg

�
I
�
. The highly anisotropic nature of the thermal vibrations

of the Rb� is illustrated. FIG. 5. The crystal structure of RbAg
�
I
�
, showing the cubic unit cell as

the narrow-lined box. The larger spheres denote I1 (gray) and I2 (black)
and Rb� (white). The "ve proposed sites for Ag� are illustrated as smaller
spheres. Those found to be signi"cantly occupied in this work are shown as
Ag1 (black), Ag2 (gray) and Ag3 (white). The bold lines indicate the in"nite
non-intersecting Ag1Ag2Ag12strings parallel to each of the cubic axes
described in the text. The two unoccupied sites Ag4 and Ag5 are shown as
very small black and white spheres, respectively.
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16"0.2035 (25)). The corresponding values for x
��

and
y
��
in RbAg

�
I
�
(Table 1) indicate that the I� sublattice is

somewhat distorted by the introduction of the two cation
species. Each I1 anion is surrounded by 3�I1 at 4.504 A�
and a further 9� I2 in the range 4.366}4.869 A� , whilst each
I2 anion is surrounded by 10�I1 in the distance range
4.366}4.869 A� .
Within the anion sublattice, there are only four distorted

octahedral cavities, which are the 4(a) �


,�


,�


sites occupied by

the Rb� in RbAg
�
I
�
. The nature of this distortion is illus-

trated in Fig. 4. If viewed down the three-fold axis the
opposite triangular faces are twisted with respect to one
another, such that the six Rb}I2 distances remain equal
(3.630 A� ) but the polyhedron is intermediate between a trig-
onal prism and an octahedron. The highly anisotropic
nature of the Rb� thermal vibrations is evident in Fig. 4.
Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance studies (11) indicate that
the site symmetry of the Rb� in RbAg

�
I
�
is lower than the

32 suggested by di!raction methods, implying that the
thermal vibration ellipsoid is modelling some local static
disorder involving small displacements away from the three-
fold axis. However, attempts to model such behavior using
fractionally occupied &&split sites'' was not successful.
There are three relatively regular tetrahedral cavities, two

in 24(e) sites and one in 8(c). These correspond to the Ag1,
Ag2 and Ag3 sites discussed above. The Ag1 site is sur-
rounded by 2�I1 and 2�I2 in the distance range 2.825}
2.939 A� , the Ag2 by 2�I1 and 2�I2 in the distance range
2.744}2.892 A� and the Ag3 by 1�I1 and 3�I2 at 2.809}
2.891 A� . The (unoccupied) Ag4 and Ag5 sites are at the
centers of a "ve-fold cavity formed by 2�I1 and 3�I2 at
3.031}3.143 A� and a heavily distorted tetrahedron of 2�I1
at 2.810 A� and 2�I2 at 3.141 A� . The locations of these sites
are shown in Fig. 5.
As demonstrated by Fig. 5, the �-Mn structure has

proved di$cult to describe simply (25, 26). O'Kee!e and
Andersson (25) considered the structure to be comprised of
identical in"nite cylinders parallel to the �111� directions
comprising a repeating sequence of distorted I2

�
polyhedra

and four I1I2
�
tetrahedra. An alternative description by

Nyman et al. (26) considered in"nite strings of I1
�
I2

�
tet-

rahedra coincident with the 4
�
axes, such that there are two

such strings running parallel to each of the three �100� axes
which do not intersect. These tetrahedra are alternatively



FIG. 6. The in"nite strings of face-sharing anion tetrahedra formed
around the Ag1Ag2Ag12strings of cation sites in RbAg

�
I
�
. The larger

spheres are I1 (gray) and I2 (black) anions, whilst the smaller ones denote
Ag1 (black) and Ag2 (gray) sites.
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�
I
�

occupied by the Ag1 and Ag2 sites and share faces in
the manner shown in Fig. 6. This is further illustrated in
Fig. 5 by the joining of the Ag1 and Ag2 sites to show how
these in"nite strings are arranged within the three-dimen-
sional lattice. Given the predominant occupancy of the
Ag1 and Ag2 sites determined by the least-squares re"ne-
ment of the neutron di!raction data for all three
MA

�
I
�
phases, it is reasonable to conclude that these repres-

ent signi"cant di!usion pathways for the Ag�. Thus, migra-
tion occurs predominantly in one-dimensional channels
between sites characterized by close to ideal tetrahedral
co-ordination, giving rise to the high observed ionic con-
ductivity (Fig. 1).
FIG. 7. Possible conduction pathways within RbAg
�
I
�
. For clarity,

the I� and Rb� are not illustrated, their positions can be established by
reference to Fig. 5. The Ag1Ag2Ag12strings parallel to each of the cubic
axes can be joined directly at the Ag1 sites or indirectly via the Ag3
positions.
Clearly, a question which arises from this simple picture
of the Ag� conduction mechanism is the extent to which
the cations migrate between di!erent channels. On geomet-
ric grounds, there are two plausible routes for this to occur,
which are illustrated in Fig. 7. When viewed down one of the
principal cubic directions the Ag1Ag2Ag1

2
strings cross

where there are two Ag1 sites a distance 1.880 A� apart. Since
this is only marginally longer than the Ag1}Ag2 distances
within the channels (1.702 and 1.717 A� ), direct hopping
between the channels might occur. Alternatively, Ag� trans-
fer between the two channels could occur via the Ag3 sites
(see Fig. 7). The Ag3 sites lie at the center of a regular
tetrahedron of I� (see above), and are thus favorable sites
for Ag�, whilst the Ag1}Ag3 distances are only 1.772 A� .
Unfortunately, the di$culty in obtaining a reliable value for
the occupancy of the Ag3 site from the least-squares re"ne-
ments (previous section) make it di$cult to assess the rela-
tive merit of these two proposed schemes.
As discussed above, it can be di$cult to parameterize the

extensive thermal vibrations of ions within superionic com-
pounds reliably, since these cause a rapid fall-o! in the
intensity of the Bragg peaks at low d-spacings. In addition,
the Bragg intensities are often superimposed on an undula-
ting di!use scattering background (making it di$cult to
extract the intensities) and (in the case of powder di!raction)
there is inevitably a degree of peak overlap. These circum-
stances, combined with the presence of partially occupied
sites, make it di$cult to obtain an unambiguous character-
ization of the superionic phase in terms of ionic positions,
site occupancies and complex thermal vibration parameters,
without the risk of overanalyzing the data. As a result, we
adopt a more general approach and use a MaxEnt analysis
to determine the location of the Ag� within the sublattice
formed by the I� and Rb�, in a manner analogous to the
solution of crystal structures using a known fragment
(the Heavy Atom method). This novel approach (27) uses
the MemSys package (Maximum Entropy Data Consul-
tants Ltd., Cambridge, UK) and is particularly powerful for
powder di!raction studies, since the use of probability the-
ory includes both the phase and amplitude information
contained in the &&known'' part of the structure and the use
of a covariance matrix describing the correlations between
the extracted intensities of neighboring re#ections allows all
the information from overlapped re#ections to be taken into
account. In addition, it is possible to include prior informa-
tion such as the overall positivity of the scattering density
distribution (which is true for the compounds considered
here, since the scattering lengths of all the constituent ions
are positive) and its smoothness on a local scale in a statist-
ically rigorous manner. Put simply, the MaxEnt formula-
tion makes full use of the information content contained in
the di!raction pattern and, in practical terms, is less prone
to excessive termination ripples which are an inevitable
consequence of &&normal'' Fourier methods.



FIG. 8. MaxEnt reconstruction of the scattering (ionic) density within
RbAg

�
I
�
. The (001) section shown is a slice with 0.454z40.55. The

conduction along one of the Ag1Ag2Ag12strings is shown by the dotted
line at y&�

�
. The density between the Ag1 sites (at, for example, 0.72, 0.55,

0.52 and 0.77, 0.70, 0.47) indicates that Ag� may hop between the channels
via this route. The Ag3 site does not appear to be a signi"cant conduction
pathway.
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Figure 8 shows the MaxEnt reconstruction (model#
di!erence) obtained using the di!raction data collected from
RbAg

�
I
�
at ambient temperature. All possible re#ections

have been used, including those at long d-spacings collected
in detector banks at lower scattering angles (19). The section
shown is viewed down the 001 axis and is a section of the
scattering density with 0.454z40.55. The two I1 posi-
tions at approximately (0.47, 0.97, 0.53) and (0.97, 0.53, 0.47)
are clearly visible and the channel of alternate Ag1 and Ag2
sites along the [100] direction at y&�

�
is shown. Some

spread of scattering density (Ag� distribution) between the
sites can be seen, indicative of di!usion along these
pathways as discussed above. Of particular interest is
the distribution of Ag� between the two Ag1 sites, which
corresponds to direct hopping between the channels
(the peaks at approximately (0.22, 0.95, 0.48) and (0.72,
0.55, 0.52) represent Ag1 sites which form part of channels
running out of the plane of the paper, as shown in Fig. 5).
There appears to be no signi"cant density at the Ag3 site,
or between the Ag3 and its two neighboring Ag1 sites.
We therefore conclude that the dominant Ag� di!usion
in RbAg

�
I
�
is hopping between the Ag1 and Ag2 sites

along the channels parallel to the �001� directions, with
exchange of Ag� between these channels taking place be-
tween Ag1 sites. Maximum entropy reconstructions using
the di!raction data collected for KAg

�
I
�
and KCu

�
I
�

showed similar cation distributions, though in the latter
case the peaks at the Cu1 and Cu2 sites are less well
pronounced. This is presumably a consequence of the higher
measurement temperature resulting in more extensive ther-
mal vibrations of the cations and more rapid di!usion of the
Cu�.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The superionic behavior of the three compounds
RbAg

�
I
�
, KAg

�
I
�
and KCu

�
I
�
has been investigated. Their

crystal structures and, in particular, the distribution of the
mobile cations are found to be very similar, suggesting that
the properties of both the mobile and immobile cation
species play a relatively minor role in the di!usion process.
This is supported by the relatively similar values of their
ionic conductivities. Detailed information concerning the
likely conduction pathways has been provided by the ap-
plication of a MaxEnt di!erence Fourier method to exam-
ine the distribution of Ag�/Cu� within the unit cell. This
approach may prove valuable in the study of other
superionic phases, where the modelling of rather broad and
irregular-shaped peaks in the ionic density distribution can-
not be reliably described using &&traditional'' isotropic and
anisotropic models for the thermal vibrations of ions on
well-de"ned sites (especially, if these are only fractionally
occupied). Whilst the application of anharmonic models of
the thermal vibrations can be used (10), their application is
likely to be limited to single-crystal studies, due to the
inherently smaller number of re#ections that are typically
obtained by powder methods. In general, it should be em-
phasized that the MaxEnt method described here should
not be used as a substitute for collecting data with the
highest possible �d/d resolution. However, in those cases
where the inevitable experimental trade-o! in intensity
(as in the case of the signi"cant neutron absorption in the
Ag� compounds considered here) or d-spacing range pro-
hibit the collection of ultra-high-resolution data in a feasible
time scale its applications look promising. Of course, details
of the conduction mechanisms are only inferred from such
studies, since Bragg di!raction data contains information
on the time-averaged ionic distribution within the unit cell.
Analysis of the di!use scattering (to probe the short-range
correlations between disordered ions) and molecular dy-
namics simulations (to investigate the Ag� hopping rate
and geometry) are underway to provide further insight into
the behavior of these interesting compounds.
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